
Final Game Design 

A: Name of the Game:  

Agenda 21 

Target Audience:  

High school or college teens and adults of any age, with a particular interest in political decisions.  

Content:   

The world is on the verge of an environmental Apocalypse and it is up to you to negotiate the United 
Nations rules of Agenda 21 and bring the world back into balance or face the doom of man! 

Designed by:  

Frank Beier, Niaz Morshed, Mason Sproul and Eilar Hardy,  

Background: The theme of this game is a conspiracy behind ‘Agenda 21’. Agenda 21 was published in 
2002 by the UN. It is a UN paper on how to bring sustainability to every system like production, business, 
governance etc in the world. It is not limited to the environmental issues only but also covers human 
rights, cultural diversity, peace and democracy. It is believed by many, that this agenda is a threat to 
individual human freedom. Government is taking over everything and leaving very little for individual 
freedoms.. The educational problem here I found is that it is a holistic platform to let players engage 
their learning of environment, democratic fundamentals, international power relations, world history 
etc. They can justify and utilize their experiences in such a latest global situation. 

Background 

This game is a modern day version of Chess.  Chess, a game of non-linear thinking, teaches you to think 
in terms of past, present and future.  It is a game of strategy and understanding your opponent and 
learning how to think in a non-linear fashion.  The game of chess is also shown to increase a players 
higher levels of cognitive performance and sophisticated problem solving skills (Duan, X., He, S., Liao, 
W., Liang, D., Qiu, L., Wei, L., Chen, H., 2012).  This game seeks to address the rising need for more non-
linear thinkers.  From the movie “Tomorrowland” to the issues evolving in a twenty-first century 
economy, business leaders, academia and industry giants are seeking more and more people who can 
think “outside the box” and in a non-linear fashion (Moore, 2012). This game seeks to address those 
needs by creating a new generation of non-linear thinkers by further developing the caudate nucleus in 
the minds of these players. Agenda 21 seeks to replicate the same type of problem solving in a larger, 
global and non-linear game play environment.  The theme of this game is a conspiracy behind ‘Agenda 
21’. Agenda 21 was published in 2002 by the UN. It is a UN paper on how to bring sustainability to every 
system like production, business, governance etc in the world. It is not limited to the environmental 
issues only but also covers human rights, cultural diversity, peace and democracy. It is believed by many, 
that this agenda is a threat to individual human freedom. Government is taking over everything and 
leaving very little for individual freedoms.. The educational problem here I found is that it is a holistic 
platform to let players engage their learning of environment, democratic fundamentals, international 
power relations, world history etc. They can justify and utilize their experiences in such a latest global 
situation. 



Specific Learning Goals:  

The major learning goals of this game are as follows:  Economic policy, Militaristic Strategy, Cultural 
Importance, and the difficulty/complexity of legislative decisions. Players will learn about the difficulties 
of implementing policies which conflict with human nature for freedom.  Competing against online 
opponents, players will learn about negotiations from a political, economic, social and environmental 
perspective and must use their knowledge and skills to find balance. Success in this game will depend 
upon the player’s ability to critically think about each choice they have to make. Apart from the critical 
thinking, it will drive players to keep themselves updated with every recent important global pacts, 
events, or policies.  

Game Overview/Description:  

How is the game played? Maximum Number of Players per game (196 - 1 player per country).  Players 
collaborate with other players and AI to form alliances in order to affect global policy and economic 
might.  Some players will find it in their best interest to resist Agenda 21 measures while other players 
will work to establish voting dominance through UN sanctions.  The currency in the game is based on 
Carbon Credits and each country will be allocated CC based on their population, industrial growth, 
expansion and/or retraction.  Players will form alliances through political and social-economic pacts.  As 
the game progresses over several days, weeks or months, difficulty increases based on global impacts 
during the course of game play.  Random global events; global warming, hurricanes, volcanic eruptions, 
flood effects, asteroid impacts and population growth will attempt to derail all human civilization and 
economic growth.  As the world attempts to self-implode, players must adapt to the new global realities 
and make adjustments accordingly.  Game play ends when either the global population is destroyed or 
balance is restored to the global ecosystem.  The players with the greatest amounts of CC and economic 
prosperity is the winner.  This game is complex because players who attempt to win at all cost could end 
up destroying the world and those who attempt to restore the ecosystem at all costs will potentially find 
themselves losers.  This game is about making compromises and strategic plans to not only grow your 
country’s economy but also restore a balance to the world’s environments and reversing global 
warming. 

Learning:  

What do you expect the players to learn and how will they learn it? Players will learn about dynamic 
government negotiations, forming charters, pacts, expanding and controlling industries and economic 
policy.  Players will negotiate trade, tariffs and political systems within their countries.  The artificial 
intelligence of the game will respond to player actions depending on the economic health of their 
country.  If players make the wrong decisions and it negatively impacts their country’s citizens, the 
citizenry will either protest, revolt or potentially sabotage game play, including but not limited to global 
warfare, economic sabotage, espionage, terrorism or biological and nuclear aggression against 
competing countries.  All these intertwined game elements will teach players about the complexities of 
establishing global policy and affecting progress towards environmental sustainability. Moreover, this 
game has some other appeals too. It simulates a real life situation where players have to make their 
decisions and strategies based on those realistic situations. Thus its going to help real life learning. It will 
help players making coalitions and participating in groups. Overall it is a good platform to discuss an 
issue which is globally crucial. So it meet a global demand of a large target audience.  The information in 
this game can be presented in sidebars and drop down menus as to not clutter the player’s screen too 



much. A goal of development is to find a balance between forcing players to learn about the difficulty of 
running a country and everything it entails, but not forcing too much mundane information on them as 
they make their choices. The must make well informed decisions to win, and in order to do this they 
must have all the relevant information available to them.     

Game Resources:  https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/outcomedocuments/agenda21 

B: Game Description: 

Each player who starts the game new will start with similar experiences. The first choice of the players 
will be to choose a starting country to control. Each country has its own advantages and disadvantages. 
For example: choosing the United States may give you better military, but you may lack in citizen 
education/morale compared to other countries like the Scandinavian Countries. It is important to 
understand your country’s strengths and weaknesses and play to them, or try to fix them. Once all 
players, or AI, have chosen or been given a country the game will begin. This game will be turn based 
like civilization, so a player may only complete as many actions as a turn allows for. All countries will act 
as if the player is their supreme leader, no matter the governmental system. This choice is something I 
thought was a good option from civilization, because it greatly simplifies the control of the game. 
Players will start their first turn shortly after Agenda 21 has been drafted. Countries here a given a 
choice on whether or not to sign the Agenda 21. You can sign it, but later retract (or vice versa), but 
there will be consequences in leading a country that cannot be trusted with its’ actions. Each turn will 
consist of a player controlling their country to success. Some countries will simply be power hungry, 
while others want peace. Some countries will be forced to simply survive at best, forcing them into 
difficult decisions. The three main focus point of decision making will be cultural influence, economic 
power, and military strength. These are also the three paths to victory. Culturally influenced decisions 
can be branding, control of the media, and institutionalized culturalism. This type of cultural identity can 
be both nationally and internationally. A country united with similar values and moral will act and 
produce more effectively than one without. In the economic theatre, players can affect tax rates, tariffs, 
types of products to buy/sell/produce, and things in that realm. Countries are not confined to 
capitalism, or any other form of economics, as each has its own strengths and weaknesses. Having a 
country with a higher GDP will give them more bargaining power at the diplomacy table. Players may 
also influence production, storage, and trading or valuable resources like oil, coal, and food. Controlling 
these resources also allows for a stronger diplomatic position. Finally, the most classical of victories, the 
militaristic route is one of brute strength. Here the importance of technological development cannot be 
overstated. The biggest army may not be the only factor on the battlefield. A better trained and 
equipped army may fair better in warfare. Militaristic strategy is important for success. A multiple front 
war does not bode well for countries without the ability to handle it. To win the game players must 
achieve total dominance of the earth, either through diplomacy or war.  

Motivation and Learning Theory:  

I think our game greatly resembles that which Kafai calls a Constructionist Game. This type of game 
“Rather than embedding “lessons” directly in games, their goal has been to provide students with 
greater opportunities to construct their own games—and to construct new relationships with 
knowledge in the process” (Kafai, pg. 38). There are three thoughts behind this to me. The first: it 
provides a more personal experience for the individual player. With more control options over a specific 
country this allows the player to customize each experience to what they want, from their decisions. The 



second: It allows player to educate themselves on what they want to learn. Perhaps a player is not 
interested in the economic or militaristic aspects of a game. They can still succeed in a comparable 
manner in just focusing on the cultural aspect. They can educate themselves on the subject matter of 
what they want to learn about. In my past experience I always remember things better when I educated 
myself on the material, compared to being forced to. The third: The replay value of this game is 
enormous. If each time you play you choose a different country and a slightly different style of play, the 
game won’t get old or boring as fast. If players keep creating new games and after old ones finish, they’ll 
keep attached to the game. It is always a nice surprise when I beat a game and find replay value in it. 
Also: the more time a player spends playing the game, the more they will become educated on the 
topics provided to them.    

Learning Goals How Goals Are Achieved 

An Understanding Of Economic Policy 1: An economic path to victory. This motivates 
player to learn as much as they can about the field 
of economics.  
2: Having economic policies implemented virtually 
wit realistic consequences will allow players to 
make connections between action and results in 
the economic field.  

An Understanding and Respect of Militaristic Power 1: A militaristic path to victory motivates players to 
create the strongest army and to find the paths in 
which to do this. It also places the importance on a 
country having a strong military. 
2: With other players having militaries also, a 
player must learn quickly that attacking all enemies 
is not always the best option. There is strength in 
strategy. 
3: Players will learn that a defensive strategy is as 
important as an offensive one. A balance must be 
obtained. 

An Understanding of the Importance of Cultural 
Influence   

1: A cultural path to victory allows players to 
understand how cultural influences work. Many 
people are unaware of the power that cultural 
influences have.  

An Understanding of the Complexity of Political 
Decisions 

1: With all of these moving piece and influence on 
decisions players will have to take into account 
many things before making a decision. 
2: This may motivate the player to become more 
interested in real politics, understanding why 
things happen the way they do.  

 

Lenses:  

Story: The story of this game seems vague, but this is its strength. Because the story has a beginning but 
no middle or end written for it, it allows the player to create their own. Each game will be a different 



length, different style, and contain a different narrative of the world. Hopefully all will be unique, 
enjoyable, and interesting none-the-less. Players have the opportunity to craft their own future and 
influence the future of others.      

Technology: Technology in this game is one of the most important aspects. In all three game aspects: 
culture, military, and economics, technology plays a crucial role. While some may start further along a 
technological path than others, differing resources and research capabilities may change this.  

Teamwork: This game has the possibility of allowing dozens of players to interact in positive and 
negative ways throughout the game. Teamwork is not essential, but can provide great benefits to those 
willing to trust each other. This allows for social interactions in complex and intertwining ways. Those 
who stand alone against alliances prove to have an uphill battle.   

Creativity: Creativity in this game is limited in some ways, but thrives in others. One cannot write their 
own technologies or legislation, but they may influence what is preset in the game. There will be 
multiple different areas to research. It will important to focus on some, but not completely ignore 
others. Players will become creative within the confides of the game in order to out move their 
opponents in more than just militaristic realms.    

Gameplay Mechanics: The gameplay here will reflect that of turn based games like Civilization. Each 
player will be able to change things and move units in a pre-set amount, based on the unit. They will 
then have to wait for other players to finish their game before beginning their next turn.    

Evaluation Plan:  

There will be two main determining factors of if players learned from the game. The first: the success 
players must have during the game. We plan on setting up the game in a way that those who do not use 
the resources available cannot truly succeed. The players who do the most research and educated 
themselves the most on the topics available will achieve the greatest results. The second: There will be 
forums, tests, and blogs available. The goal here is to create a community of players who help each learn 
more about the game. Perhaps some rewards, like discounts, will be given to players who complete 
surveys or tests post-gameplay. Monitoring these communities and their actions will give us a general 
idea on whether the educational design of the game was a success.   
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